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North America: 
 
Human capital management cloud and services company ADP uses the IBM Garage method as it looks 
to infuse AI across the enterprise. ADP and IBM jointly developed an AI-powered digital agent that 
handles over 20 percent of ADP's chat traffic that helped drive NPS scores to all-time highs. Today, ADP 
continues to work with IBM Garage to help create its digital on-boarding process, streamlining and 
enhancing their new clients’ first impressions.  

To respond better and faster to customer needs, American Airlines wanted to provide more convenient 
digital services to its customers. The airline used the IBM Garage method to accelerate the 
transformation of its application development, organization and skills, creating and rolling out a dynamic 
rebooking app in less than five months – less than half the time that was forecasted. Read the full case 
study and watch the video at https://www.ibm.com/case-studies/american-airlines    

The Government of Nova Scotia and IBM employees built a working prototype of the connected 
automated external defibrillator (AED) system using IoT so bystanders can reliably locate an AED the 
moment it is needed. Early project successes along with the prototype gave the team the credibility 
needed to move from proof of concept into connecting every verifiably functional AED in Nova Scotia to 
the 911 system, with an ROI seven to 10 times their investment. More information can be found at 
https://www.ibm.com/services/insights/saving-lives-in-nova-scotia. 

The Kraft Heinz Company is partnering with IBM to build, test and deploy ideas to help the company 
innovate faster and become a cognitive enterprise. In the IBM Garage, rapid ideation, prototyping and 
testing has helped the company think differently about functions across human resources, supply chain 
and other areas at facilities and offices around the world. For example, Kraft Heinz developed a state-of-
the-art AI-powered algorithm to improve the distribution of its products with the ability to predict when 
goods were running low at stores and restaurants. Read the full case study and watch the video at 
https://www.ibm.com/services/case-studies/kraft. 

McLane worked with the IBM Garage to help the well-established foodservice and grocery delivery 
business take on the challenge of boosting a razor-thin profit margin. The IBM Garage helped McLane 
develop an entirely new revenue stream built on the company's existing network of trucks and routes to 
deliver new services to new customers - without adding capital costs - by putting marketing messages 
on the sides of the trucks. This has transformed what had been purely a logistics company into an 
advertising firm, using routing information to identify the best trucks for different ads and weather data 
insights to understand potential viewer demographics. Read the full case study at 
https://www.ibm.com/services/case-studies/mclane. 
 
Construction company Mueller, Inc. worked with the IBM Garage to co-create an app on IBM Cloud that 
lets contractors get real-time project and product quotes on site rather than go through days of 
paperwork. To build a user-centric product, the IBM Garage team conducted a week-long series of 
interviews with contractors in the field to better understand their needs. They learned that in the course 
of a construction project, people rarely stick to the initial plan - and when customers change their minds, 
they inevitably want to know impact on price. With the new Mueller app, contractors can get real-time 
product price lists, share quotes with the sales team, and place orders - reducing project lag time and 
increasing customer satisfaction. 



 
 
Europe 
 
As part of its broader market expansion strategy, the Italian company Elica collaborated with IBM to 
utilize AI technology on the IBM Cloud to better understand customer behavior and, in turn, help the 
company customize the operation of products located in different environments  based on several 
parameters, such as the characteristics of potential customers, their habits and externally measured air 
quality values. As a result, Elica in 10 weeks designed and developed an air quality controller system 
(MVP), which is integrated with Elica’s devices and is based on its own exclusive algorithm Air Q System, 
built on IBM Cloud with Watson Services. 

Moovster, a spin-off from BMW AG, has developed an open Mobility-as-a-Service platform together with 
IBM to solve urban traffic issues. Co-developed in the IBM Garage, the app rewards users with exclusive 
benefits which are using all existing mobility offers in a city flexibly. Those for whom these advantages 
are not enough can let their employer pay for their mobility by requesting a mobility budget through 
Moovster. The solution brings together a smart mobility budget solution, connected life and e-commerce 
onto one platform, giving users tailor-made options for individual mobility. Users get rewarded for 
flexible and sustainable mobility behavior and save money. 

With the European Union aiming to boost the proportion of energy generated from renewable sources to 
at least 20 percent by the year 2020, Performance for Assets (P4A) used the IBM Garage to help bring 
its analytics-based advanced monitoring system for wind farms, Wintell, to market. Working closely with 
technical experts from IBM, P4A created a MVP for a virtual assistant – Nestor -- using IBM Watson in 
eight weeks, which enables field technicians to more easily access data to gain insights they need to 
address wind turbine performance more efficiently. The company is launching Nestor available 
commercially, using IBM Cloud resources to scale up quickly to meet new market demand. A full case 
study is available at https://www.ibm.com/case-studies/performance-for-assets-ibm-cloud-energy. 

Topcon in Italy, part of a Japanese group working in the field of optical instruments, IT construction and 
IT agriculture, is the first Italian client signing today an IBM Garage agreement. Precision agriculture 
experts from Topcon Agriculture work closely with a multidisciplinary group of IBM Garage experts, 
composed of designers, architects, developers and data scientists to make artificial intelligence an 
integral part of all their agricultural processes. With IBM Watson, using innovative approaches based on 
neural networks and genetic algorithms, it will be possible to automate and solve previously unexplored 
problems, with the ultimate goal of maximizing crop productivity while minimizing the use of technical 
means and resources, such as water and fertilizers, thus ensuring greater sustainability, crop quality and 
complete traceability of food, from the field to our table.  

Travelport, a global distribution service (GDS) that connects thousands of travel suppliers with travel 
sellers, worked with the IBM Garage to create new content platforms -- utilizing AI, cloud and 
blockchain – that modernize its travel commerce capabilities and add more value to the customer 
experience. By applying an agile, user-centered design approach in an environment of open 
collaboration, new ideas and innovations were developed, rapidly tested, discarded or advanced. This 
resulted in innovations that are reinventing Travelport’s customer experience, leveraging data analytics 
and AI to offer more personalized services and recommendations, and turning to the cloud to distribute 
more localized content wider and faster than their data center.    

 



Latin America 

At CEMEX, one of the early IBM Garage adopters, the CEMEX Go digital platform grew to 96% of the 
company’s total recurring customers in just 19 months. 

eLaw, one of the major vendors for legal technology solutions in Brazil with one of the most recognized 
Juridical ERPs solution, is turning to AI technology to help its clients get a better understanding of the 
claimed items and the apply the juridical approach that was most successful on similar cases. eLaw 
partnered with the IBM Garage to create a cloud-based cognitive service that leverages IBM Watson and 
allows lawyers to analyze, compare and interpret cases faster and with 15% more accuracy. 
 
ELO Contact Center is a Brazil based company that provides solutions focused on the relationship with 
customers, including those that can involve telesales, welcome call, first bill call, SAC, billing, loyalty, 
retention, back office, and chat. To reach its goal of doubling the number of clients and reduce costs by 
48%, the company set out to automate the process of contact in a humanized way.  Using the IBM 
Garage method, a minimum viable product (MVP) was defined with the goal to have a cognitive solution 
to contact clients using a URA system, offering the possibility of buying two different postpaid plans.  
 
The International Chamber of Commerce of Brazil created the Cognitive Trade Advisor (CTA), a 
pioneering AI-powered application designed to enhance trade negotiations. The CTA uses the 
understanding of natural language to provide cognitive solutions that can largely improve the way 
delegates prepare for trade talks and carry out their negotiations. Developed in partnership with IBM, 
the ITTI-CTA is a tech platform designed to read, scan, classify and interpret thousands of intricate 
provisions in trade agreements and related documents in less than a second. By using IBM Watson, the 
CTA will shorten the amount of time and improve the productivity and the quality of the preparatory 
work delegates devote to trade negotiations. 
   
With over 14 years in the market, Pneubras, a major tire distributor in Brazil, has always relied on big 
data as an ally in winning and retaining costumers. The company continually sought out new ways to be 
more assertive in how to explore information that is generated from the business daily and create more 
valuable insights. Through their IBM Garage engagement, Pneubras created the Intelligent Sales Advisor 
(iSA), a virtual assistant that helps improve a seller’s performance against their target. iSA – what 
Pneubras describes as the “personal trainer of tire sales” -- provides insights across the sales cycle, 
helping a seller benchmark their results with colleagues and convert data to actions to improve 
relationships with customers. The initial results indicated a growth of at least 10% in the performance 
indicators of the sales team.  

Asia-Pacific 

At international Danish retailer Bestseller, 85 percent of sales in the India market are retail while 15 
percent are online. Bestseller India saw the opportunity to enhance their business model to keep up 
with changing consumer needs. The retailer engaged with the IBM Garage to innovate in a way that will 
help them fulfill consumer demand and better understand consumer behavior. With the right 
technology, Bestseller knew they could improve their forecast to deliver the right product at the right 
time to consumers. Working with an IBM Garage team of experts, the company was able to test and 
advance AI powered solutions that would provide deep analysis on how products may perform in 
stores. Bestseller is now embarking on a journey to become a fully AI-driven enterprise.  Read the blog 
and watch the video at https://www.ibm.com/blogs/industries/in-india-bestseller-turns-to-ai-to-keep-
stores-relevant/. 



HDFC ERGO General Insurance Company, India’s third largest non-life insurance provider, recently 
began collaborating with IBM to co-create new AI based solutions on IBM Cloud that will transform their 
customer experience. Leveraging the IBM Garage, teams from HDFC ERGO and IBM Services, including 
insurance industry experts, Design Thinkers, Data Scientists, Architects and more, are working closely to 
rapidly develop, test and deploy innovative automation solutions on a continuous delivery schedule.   
These new solutions will be designed to improve how customer queries are managed, ensuring faster 
turnaround time while drawing deeper customer insights for a better omni channel experience. More 
information is available in the press release:  
https://www-03.ibm.com/press/in/en/pressrelease/55029.wss 

Shanghai Baosteel Packaging, the packaging company which was considered a B2B company and far 
away from consumers, started exploring personalized and customized business and through IBM 
Garage, built a metal personalized customization platform called iPrinting. The platform connects the 
ecosystem of brand owners, suppliers and consumers on one platform. Baosteel Packaging will now be 
able to connect supply and demand more precisely, constantly explore new application scenarios, 
activate innovation, and continue to evolve more rapidly. 

 

 


